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About This Game

Good afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen!

Today we will be exploring the mind of a young roboticist named Nash!
Let's hope we find something entertaining!

NashBored is an RPG taking place in a world of strange, twisted thoughts and demented nightmares.
Follow Nash as she is sent on a perilous journey across the valleys and hills of her own brain!

Are these just simple dreams, or is something darker at play here?

Lead Nash closer to discovering something terrible!
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A classic style turn-based RPG.

Awesome Experimental Soundtrack

Discover the truth of what's on Nash's mind

Multiple endings to find

Traverse bizarre landscapes

Strange Slime Monstrosities to keep you on your toes
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Toki Tori is a cute little puzzle game. It's suitable for kids and puzzle fans, and not so suitable for platforming enthusiasts.

I got the game on sale for $0.43 and can't complain about the purchase. Not sure I'll be playing through all the levels, though..
BOOORIIIIINNGGG!!!!!!!. It's neat CAD software, but it's odd that they haven't put v10 on Steam yet. Or that you can buy v10
from the site for the same price as v9 on Steam.. Everything wrong. No comment more :/. This is fun to play with multiple
people. I actually go this for my daughter (she is 7) & was surprised at how entertaining it was. We've played all the levels
multiple times to get the different costumes & to upgrade our weapons to see what we would get next to slap around the baddies.
This is a great game to play with your kids, challanging enough to get you thinking yet easy to pick up & learn. Definitely a
wishlist item for any parent with young kids, hours of fun.. I would hesitate to even call this worth the $4 base price. It's fine,
but it's easily beatable in around 30 minutes, without really all that much to show for it. The environmental message is topical
enough now, but the game doesn't give itself time to really explore that with any depth other than "manmade pollution is bad and
we should maybe start doing something about that".

The game does a good job of contrasting natural beauty from the past to the bleak, Silent Hill-esque landscape of the present,
but there's not really much around to explore. Gameplay is mostly a combination walking simulator and stealth, with a few
soldiers here and there that you have to sneak around, but most of these sections are easy enough to get past on the first try.

Sound design is pretty solid, and probably the thing that stands out the most to me about this game. The voice acting is pretty
good, the soldiers' voices in the distance are garbled and appropriately menacing, and even the sound of labored breathing is
done to surprisingly unsettling effect in places. Still, I wouldn't say it's quite enough to make up for a bland, cliched message,
uninteresting characters, and fairly barebones graphics and gameplay. I was glad to give it a try, but it didn't leave much of an
impression.. Are you protective? Are you a animal? Are you a parent that will rip the throat out of any one that messes with
your cub? Well then this game is for you..stealth is on point..you break steal get spotted..you gonna die one shot. Short game for
those who just wanna beat something..but if you wanna prove skill and get some trophies..well this game will take a bit longer.
And for a few bucks?! I say give it shot you might enjoy killing everything that decided it was a good idea to touch your cub!.
Bought this game due to good review. It couldn't start. Refund requested.
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Simple yet entertaining for a few minutes - no actual negatives to report in particular as it is free. Seen better so far but it simply
works well so recommended!. Although i feel slightly misled by the banner picture (look up. then right) as i was expecting to be
able to put spoilers and such on my cars. This is a nice DLC, It's very cool to be able to super\/turbocharge engines and then
tune them in the dyno room. Although it's missing some things, it's a nice DLC overall, and i hope for an update, considering it
was released this year.

TLDR;

Play the game for a while, and if you feel like it's getting boring, and you want a little extra kick, buy the dlc. Wow awesome
game! My kids enjoy it!. Beautiful and fast-paced, Cosmochoria is a rush of emotion as you hurl through the stars in this space-
farming arcade shooter. This game is its own tutorial as you are thrown into the game, buck-naked with your jetpack equipped.
The onslaught of bosses is heartbreaking sometimes, but maybe you collected enough points to upgrade your stats. But actually,
writing this review is taking time away from that game. Time to get back to it.. You've made enough stupid choices now.
MOVE OVER, I'M DRIVING!

Was promised a book full of skellingtons, was not dissappointed.
The choices and consequences are brilliant, along with awesome wall-breaking and the NARRATION, oh god. Always turn on
NARRATION IN THIS.

The ability to skip parts is good, checkpoint system is good, everything is good. Except you can't turn down music volume, only
turn it off. That's kinda a needed option for sure. BUT NEVERTHELESS it's an awesome book
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